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Topics in Template-Based Representations 

1.   Introduction 
– Variable-based vs Template-based 

2.  Temporal Models 
3.  Template Variables and Template 

Factors 
4.  Directed Probabilistic Models for Object-

Relational Domains 
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General framework for a 
template-based model 

•  Provides a more formal perspective on 
temporal models 

•  Sound foundation for richer models such as 
plate models 
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Template Attributes 

•  Key concept is that of a template that is 
instantiated many times within the model 

•  A template is a random variable that allows us 
to encode models that contain multiple random 
variables with the same value space and the 
same semantics 

•  Example of Blood-Type template is given next 
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Template Attribute or Template Variable 

•  Blood-Type template Value space is: {A, B, AB,O} 
•  It is reused for multiple individuals in a pedigree 

– Multiple instances of blood-type variables 
•  Such as Blood-type(Bart) or Blood-type (Homer) 

•  Attribute or template variable is Blood-type 
– Whereas Blood-type(Bart)  is a specific random 

variable 
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Another example of  Template attribute 

•  Template attribute is Location 
•  It is instantiated to produce random variables 

Location (t) for different time points t 
•   This model allows us to represent a joint 

distribution over a vehicle’s position at different 
points in time 

•  In these examples template was the property of 
a single object, a person or time instant 

•  More generally attributes may be properties of 
entire tuples 6 
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Template attributes of several objects 

•  Attributes may be properties of entire tuples of 
objects 

•  Ex; student’s grade in a course is associated 
with a student-course pair 

•  Grade template is associated with different 
(student,course) pair (s,c) to produce multiple 
random variables Grade (s,c) such as 
Grade(George,CSE101) 
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Object classes and Attributes 

•  Objects  Q can be divided into mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive classes Q=Q1,..Qk 

– Examples are Student class and Course class 
•  Attributes have a tuple of arguments each of 

which is associated with a particular class of 
objects 
– With a Grade template we have one argument S 

that can be instantiated with student object and 
another argument C that can be instantiated with 
course object 8 
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Possible world for the University example 
•  Two student objects and two course objects 
•  Attributes Grade and Satisfaction are restricted 

to three of their possible four legal assignments 
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